
 

Mid Sussex Partnership Board meeting, 15th July 2021 
 
1.  Key Decisions 
It was agreed that:  

1.1 £10,000 of MSP funds to be committed to funding Mentivity Project for Community Safety 
Subgroup. 

1.2 Terms of Reference agreed with amendment to Community Safety Subgroup priorities: 
Remove 'domestic abuse'.  Add 'anti-social behaviour (ASB)'. 

1.3 Add representative of Action in Rural Sussex (AiRS) to MSP Board membership. 
 
2.  Welcome and introductions  
2.1 Attendees:  
Cllr Jonathan Ash-Edwards Leader of MSDC - Chair 

Helen Blanche Temporary Commissioning and Partnerships Advisor, MSDC 

Michelle Davies Performance & Community Support Officer, MSDC – Minute Taker 

Mandy Cunningham Community Safety & Safeguarding Manager, MSDC 

Paul Turner Community Services Manager, MSDC 

Neal Barton Policy, Performance & Partnerships Manager, MSDC 

Peter Stuart Head of Corporate Resources, MSDC 

Rupert Waters Economy Programme Manager, MSDC  

Cllr Norman Webster Cabinet Member for Community at MSDC  

Darren Taylor Inspector, Sussex Police 

Cllr Jacquie Russell Cabinet Member for Children and Families, WSCC 

Lauren Lloyd Manager, Mid Sussex Voluntary Action (MSVA) 

John Willett PCC 

Emma Sheridan Business Unit Leader, Community Services, Policy & Performance, 

MSDC 

Daniel MacIntyre Public Health Consultant, WSCC 

Paul Riley Principal, Haywards Heath College 

Nicky Dodds Neighbourhood Investment Manager Clarion HG 

 
2.2 Apologies: 
Emily King Director of Communities, WSCC 

Dr Laura Hill NHS 

Steve Buchanan-Lee Fire & Rescue, WSCC 



Cllr Dick Sweatman Mid Sussex Association of Town Councils 

Kate Birrell WS Public Health 

Adrian Carter Fire & Rescue, WSCC  

Sally Blomfield Planning Policy & Economic Development Divisional Leader, 
MSDC 

 
3. Minutes of the MSP Board Meeting 22nd April 2021 
3.1 The minutes were deemed true and accurate and agreed. 
 
4. Round table brief update on how each organisation is responding to the Covid-19 
pandemic 
4.1 Darren Taylor (DT) – reported that numbers in quarantine hotels are running at high levels 

and matters which need Police involvement are increasing, including absconders and 
safeguarding concerns.  There has been a slight increase in reports of ASB in the District.  
Reports of incidents of covid breaches are decreasing as we move out of lockdown. 

  
4.2 Cllr Jacquie Russell (JR) – updated on a recent spate of teenage tragedies in Horsham, 

including suicides and a car crash.  Mental health issues amongst young people and 
teenage suicides are hot topics for WSCC and schools.  WSCC will announce in the full 
Council meeting on 16th July that they will be engaging in dialogue with the Children’s 
Commissioner and reaching out to Horsham schools, whose representative has petitioned 
parliament.  JR reported that parishes are coming forward asking for guidance with reference 
to setting up local youth offers and WSCC are linking parishes in with Sussex Clubs for 
Young People.  WSCC are aiming to eventually have a network of clubs that support each 
other across the county. 
 

4.3 Paul Riley (PR) – reported that Haywards Heath College had had no quality assurance 
issues with Teacher Assessed Grades considering that were not able to operate exams this 
year and students will be obtaining their results on 10th August.  They have been informed by 
DFE that on site Covid testing will be undertaken through lateral flow tests from 13th 
September onwards when teaching and learning resumes.  Further Covid guidance from 
DFE will be published on 4th September. 

 
4.4 Lauren Lloyd (LL) – reported that MSVA was continuing to support member groups, of which 

there are about 400, and they are starting to see groups back meeting up in person.  This 
has brought a lot of fear and shown the need to bring in new volunteers to replace those who 
have not returned to voluntary groups post Covid.  MSVA have recruited new staff to meet 
demand from member groups.  They are in the process of setting up a new Mid Sussex 
Food Partnership, which will bring together the three main food banks and three pantries 
across Mid Sussex.  MSVA are trying to address the digital inclusion gap and have set up a 
project in Bentswood Community Hub on a Monday to provide help and support in getting 
online.  They also have volunteers called Digital Champions who are there to support people 
with job applications or being able to help them access to shopping and health services etc 
online. 

 
4.5 Daniel MacIntyre (DM) – echoed JR’s statement that children’s mental health is a key issue 

for WSCC at the moment.  In terms of Covid, there is a rise in cases, but these are less 
severe given the extent of vaccine coverage.  In Mid Sussex 95.8% of over 60s are reported 
to have received first dose of vaccine and 86.5% of over 18s have received first dose.  
Analysis of the Public Health team carried out on 14th July showed that the group 
experiencing the highest incidences of cases was the 20-24 year olds, possibly from 
increased social interaction from the football effect and relaxing of restrictions.  There are a 
low number of cases amongst the 60+ population. 

 



4.6 Nicky Dodds (ND) – reported that Clarion had also noticed an increase in mental health 
problems amongst their residents and have assistance available to all through virtual 
platforms.  Also, their Housing Team are reporting a recent increase in domestic violence.  
Clarion are providing ‘Bounce Back’ grants (formerly community grants), which any 
organisation can apply for to receive up to £5,000.  Micro grants are also available up to 
value of £500.  ND mentioned that Clarion are working with MSVA on the Bentswood Hub 
and with MSDC on a possible small hub developed in Stone Quarry, East Grinstead. 

 
4.7 John Willett (JW) – reported that the PCC continues to ensure that during Covid Sussex 

Police maintains its efficiency and effectiveness.  The increase in victim services, particularly 
around stalking, domestic abuse and the funding streams coming down from the Home 
Office have been challenging, but the whole focus around victims and violence against 
women and girls has presented opportunities to get more funding into Sussex.  Lucy 
Venables from the PCC has been working on a number of those applications.  JW 
mentioned that Reboot that was managed and owned by the PCC, due to its success has 
now migrated into Sussex Police.  

 
4.8 Peter Stuart (PS) – reported that MSDC has been busy distributing business grants and 

funding for these have now closed.  £43 million has been paid out of the £49 million 
received.  All mandatory grants have now closed but there is a small pot of £450,000 left for 
discretionary grants, with applications and payments available up until February 2022. 

 
4.9 Cllr Norman Webster (NW) – thanked Sussex Police for the notable drugs successes they 

have had in Mid Sussex.  He was pleased to hear from JR that Parishes are coming forward 
to work with WSCC children’s services etc, as this will make a real difference to young 
people’s mental health in the longer term.  In terms of Covid recovery, he commented that 
communities and businesses are working closely together in Covid recovery.  The big recent 
news in Mid Sussex is that Center Parcs are looking at Mid Sussex as a place to invest.  
There are obvious planning hurdles for them to get through.  He mentioned that MSDC is 
awaiting the results of examiners review of additional development sites in Mid Sussex.  He 
expressed pleasure that there are so many good partnerships in Mid Sussex with Clarion 
Housing, Sussex Police, WSCC, MSVA etc. 

 
5. Working in partnership for the sustainable recovery of the Mid Sussex economy 

5.1 Rupert Waters (RW) explained his post of interim Economy Programme Manager tasked 
with writing a new Sustainable Economy Strategy for the district.  This re-drafts the existing 
economic development strategy to reflect new challenges from Covid, bringing it together with 
the sustainability strategy to start to support the sectors that have been significantly impacted in 
the District and to deliver a green recovery.  Progress so far has included the development of a 
draft Vision and the strategy will link to the United Nation’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals, 
which can be applied at the local level.  These goals have been broken down into three themes: 
 
- People: no poverty; zero hunger; good health and well-being; quality education; gender 
equality; decent work and economic growth; reduced inequalities.  This covers what residents 
are undergoing around poverty and inequality as well as having decent work and economic 
growth 
- Place: affordable and clean energy; decent work and economic growth; industry, innovation 
and infrastructure; sustainable cities and communities; climate action; life on land.  This is town 
planning and infrastructure orientated. 
- Partnership: clean water and sanitation; responsible consumption and production; life below 
water; peace, justice and strong institutions; partnerships for the goals.  This seeks to maximise 
the benefits of partnership working and the impact of organisations working in this area. 

 
Information was provided on the level of Universal Credit claimants in the District over the last 
18 months as an indicator of the implications of the pandemic on the state of the economy and 
labour market.  This has started to decrease, although there are still 2,550 on the claimant count 
and about 6,000 people in the District on furlough.  Local indicators are being used to link to the 



UN goals. RW highlighted the main points from these indicators to provide a profile of the 
current position in Mid Sussex.  These include such measures as pay rates, productivity, levels 
of poverty in the District, life expectancy, educational attainment, fuel poverty and housing 
affordability.  Indicators related to sustainability included electric vehicle charging points, cycling 
rates, recycling and air quality. 
 
A Member Working Group has been set up to oversee the establishment of the Sustainable 
Economy Strategy and partner engagement is commencing.  As well as public sector partners, 
this will include engagement with the Burgess Hill, Haywards Heath and East Grinstead 
business associations. 
 
PR commented that Haywards Heath College students are keen to be actively involved with the 
Sustainability Agenda and would like to engage with MSDC to support development of the 
objectives.  He commented that there was no data for Mid Sussex on the number of 16-17 year 
olds engaged with education mentioned in the presentation.  Matthew King is the contact at 
WSCC who can provide this information.  RW replied that MSDC would be keen to engage with 
Haywards Heath College and will follow up figures with MK. 
NW wanted to know how changing work patterns of people will impact on economic activity 
within the district and on productivity.  He highlighted concerns about the ending of furlough and 
the impact on the number of claimants we see in Mid Sussex.  Also, the relationship between 
East Grinstead and the north of the district having to go to Crawley jobcentre rather than to 
Haywards Heath.  The effectiveness of free school meals as a measure related to the goal of 
zero hunger was also discussed.  

 
6. Question time in respect of the Health Subgroup Quarter 1 Report 
6.1 Paul Turner (PT) is the Chairman of the Subgroup and reported that many of the events on 

the programme are currently on hold due to the pandemic.  The Diabetes screening event is 
now due to be run in September by The Lions.  The Independent Living Older People’s event 
is currently on hold, as is the young person’s cancer rehabilitation project, which was due to 
be held in leisure centres.  However, leisure centres are planning to get exercise referral and 
covid recovery programmes up and running again shortly.  The emotional resilience 
workshops targeted at young people were delivered by the Escape Youth Club at Burgess 
Hill and proved very successful.  A new project has been agreed for bringing together people 
living with Dementia. 

 
The last subgroup meeting was on 9th June.  Children & Mental Health Services (CAMHS) 
and Public Health (PH) presented about the impact of Covid on young people, including self-
harm.  Active in Sussex also presented about funding opportunities for young people.  
CAMHS explained their current pressures from long waiting lists and very high-end cases.  
They have received extra funding which they are hoping to use to expand their current 
service and the YES (Youth Emotional Support) service in schools.  A few GPs were on the 
meeting call and reported negative experiences with referrals into YES service due to the 
high-end nature of the calls into that service.  The sub-group have agreed to form a working 
group and to allocate the remaining £11,000 of its budget to work on projects supporting 
children, young people, and parents.  The two priorities are: signposting communication to 
local services to be able to support parents and peer support for parents of young people.  
support.  PT hoped to report back on a substantial project to run going forward and 
commented on the support forthcoming from PH, WSCC, Healthwatch and the three town 
councils. 

 
In terms of local support in the area, the Communities Services team at MSDC have put 
together information for parents and carers of teens on the MSDC website.  This includes: 
coping with secondary school advice, signposting to local groups and support organisations, 
youth clubs and support for people with educational and disability needs.  The focus for the 
rest of the financial year is to work with children and young people and supporting parents.  

 
NW commented that working with young people and parents etc is too big an issue for any 
one organisation to address and is something that the whole group will have to focus on.  He 

https://www.midsussex.gov.uk/leisure-sport/information-for-parents-and-carers/


welcomed the allocation of additional money to this work. 
PR asked if it was possible for a member of Haywards Heath College additional support and 
wellbeing team to join membership of the sub-group.  He anticipated that 650 young people 
will be starting college in September and the College has a significant support and wellbeing 
team in place and their services could be made more widely available across.  PT replied 
that would be happy to link in with Haywards Heath College. 

 
7. Question time in respect of the Community Resilience Subgroup Quarter 1 Report 
7.1 Emma Sheridan (ES) updated on behalf of LL, the chair of the Subgroup.  The subgroup has 

been working to assess the changing need of the community and voluntary sector, coming 
out of Covid lockdown restrictions and starting to get back to whatever the new normal looks 
like.  MSVA have been doing good engagement work with the sector to find out what their 
needs are.  ES updated on progress with the bid to the community resilience fund made by 
the partnership, which had been successful in clearing the first round.  The bid involved a 
partnership between MSDC, MSVA, CAB and Clarion to work on a model of community 
hubs to support both the local community and the third sector.  WSCC have put it forward as 
a West Sussex bid for government consideration.  If successful, the bid will attract almost 
£700,000 in funding.  The sub-group also considered a Community Resilience Strategic 
Intelligence Assessment (SIA) and one of the emerging priorities coming through is the need 
to focus on understanding the needs of rural communities and developing projects.  As a 
result, Action in Rural Sussex (AIRS) have been invited to join this group.  It was also 
suggested that a representative of AIRS be invited to join MSP Board. 
 
NW commented that he would be pleased to see AIRS represented on the MSP Board as a 
large part of Mid Sussex is rural.   
 

8. Question time in respect of the Community Safety Subgroup Quarter 1 Report 
8.1 Mandy Cunningham (MC) chaired the sub-group with DT and updated on the last meeting, 

which had discussed their priorities for the year ahead.  It was proposed that Anti-Social 
Behaviour be added as a priority for the MSP, as reports of ASB had increased greatly in the 
past year, as evidenced by the SIA.  It was also proposed that given the low figures for hate 
crime in Mid Sussex, this be taken off as a priority.  The Police will still respond to hate crime 
reports and MSDC will work with victims and still offer the Prevent training to schools in the 
Autumn as part of ‘Hate Crime’ project.  This this training will be offered to those who want it 
until the end of this financial year.  It was proposed that domestic abuse be taken off the 
priorities for the draft MSP TOR as there is much work already been undertaken in this area.  
The Domestic Abuse Bill had led to much strategic work going on at County level and pan 
Sussex by the PCC office, which MSDC are feeding into.  A needs assessment is being 
undertaken and MSDC has received funds from the government of £33,000 for specialist 
support for victims of domestic abuse. 

 
MC updated on the ‘Your Life You Choose’ project, with an event held at Imberhorne School 
in the previous week.  Further engagement is taking place with schools in the Autumn and 
hopefully more events will be coming up once restrictions are lifted.  Progress is being made 
with CCTV installations and cameras are now fully operational at Victoria Park and Clair 
Park.  On ASB, MSDC is working with Sussex Police and Clarion in next week’s ‘ASB 
Awareness Week’ to engage with the public across the three town councils.  Partnership 
working is also taking place with MSVA and Sussex Police about fraud awareness raising for 
older people, to tie this in with ‘Operation Signature’.  
 

9. New Project Proposal - Youth Mentoring Project, Mentivity 
9.1 MC presented the Mentivity project proposals, which had been first mentioned at the January 

youth focused meeting of the MSP Board.  The project is geared towards an early 
intervention approach to try and ensure that vulnerable young people are not drawn into 
higher levels of ASB and crime, through 12 week mentoring interventions.  It focuses on 



increasing their self- worth and achieving their aspirations.  Young people will be identified 
for the project using existing networks via the ASB team, the Police, schools and peer group 
conferences.  £10,000 is requested from the MSP to deliver the project. 
 
JR supported the project and asked whether the Youth Offending Service (YOS) would be 
involved in making referrals.  MC replied that YOS attend the monthly HASBRAC (Hate and 
Anti-social Behaviour Risk Assessment Conference) meetings and they are invited to peer 
group conference meetings when there are young people known to them. 
NW voiced support for project. 
PS asked to what extent the referrals are voluntary.  MC confirmed that all referrals are 
voluntary else people would not engage. 
Mentivity Project Proposal.  Agreed 
 

10. MSP terms of Reference and Review of Membership – priorities for 2021/22 and 
proposal to add a representative of Action in Rural Sussex to the MSP Board 

10.1 Neal Barton (NB) explained that each year a review of the MSP terms of reference is 
undertaken to make sure that the MSP is addressing the right issues and that the right 
people are on the MSP board.  Priorities for 2021/22 have already been mentioned in the 
updates provided on the sub-groups.  Within the Community Safety Subgroup, the proposals 
are to remove domestic abuse as a priority and add Anti-Social Behaviour.  For health 
priorities, the main focus of the health sub- group would be mental health issues in children 
and young people.  The community resilience priorities would be focusing on the recovery 
from Covid and supporting the voluntary and community sector.  Also, trying to support more 
volunteering in the district. 
 
In last year’s TOR review it was agreed to add Haywards Heath College and a 
representative of the business community to the board.  The College membership is working 
well and it is proposed to add Action in Rural Sussex (AiRS) to the board to pick up on their 
knowledge of rural issues in the district. 
 
Community Safety Sub-Group Priorities: remove domestic abuse, add ASB. Agreed. 
Health Sub Group Priorities: add mental health issues in children and young people. 
Agreed. 
Community Resilience Sub-Group Priorities: add focusing on the recovery from Covid 
and supporting the voluntary and community sector.  Agreed. 
Add Action in Rural Sussex to MSP Board membership.  Agreed. 
(Revised TOR is published on the MSP page of the MSDC website). 

 

11. MSP Projects and Budget for Quarter One 2021-22 
11.1 Helen Blanche (HB) presented the report.  Much of the money from the various subgroups 

had to be carried over from the previous year owing to the deferrals of projects due to the 
pandemic.  As mentioned earlier in meeting, the Community Safety Subgroup are requesting 
£10,000 from the MSP general fund to deliver the Mentivity project.  The Health Subgroup 
has £11,286 remaining in their budget, which will be allocated to work on projects supporting 
children, young people, and parents.  The Community Resilience Subgroup has £10,000 
remaining from last year and their priorities are focusing on the recovery from Covid and 
supporting the voluntary and community sector. 
 
HB updated on YMCA Positive Placements project.  YMCA had a £26,000 per annum 
contract with MSDC since 2016 to deliver a support and mentoring programme for NEETS.  
This had been severely disrupted due to Covid and YMCA had confirmed that they no longer 
wished to provide the service.  The project had a target to support 30 NEETS per annum and 
alternative organisations that might be able to deliver such support are being investigated.  
This had involved discussion with MSVA and Barnardos, who are providing a Make Trax 
service with funding from European Social Fund. 
 

https://www.midsussex.gov.uk/about-us/mid-sussex-partnership/


The Board discussed which sub-group the YMCA Positive Placements project should sit 
under.  LL would be happy for the YMCA Positive Placements project to sit under 
Community Resilience and would like to look at mentoring for NEETS and a broader offer to 
see if any organisation is up to the challenge of developing a general mentoring offer for 
young people in Mid Sussex.  There might be a lot of volunteers in the business sector that 
would be interested in acting as mentors to support young people through this very difficult 
phase. 
ES supported LL’s comments and suggested that the project fits in nicely with the work of 
MSDC’s Community Services team in terms of looking at what the provision is for young 
people across the district.  The end of the YMCA project provides a real opportunity to 
refocus the project through a post- Covid lens. 
 

12. Emerging issues and future topics for Board  
12.1 ES suggested the focus of the next MSPB be on rural communities and rural issues.  We 

have a large rural geography within the District and this would tie in well with AiRS joining 
the Board.  There is much that could be discussed with partners in terms of community 
provision at the rural level including rural policing.  LL supported this proposal and suggested 
that it may also be appropriate to invite Community Transport Sussex and possibly Sussex 
Clubs for Young People to the next meeting.  
 

13. Proposed dates for future meetings:  
13.1 The next MSPB meetings are scheduled for:  

- Thursday 21st October 2021. 
- Thursday 20th January 2022. 
- Thursday 28th April 2022. 
These are all currently scheduled to be online meetings.  
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